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T I M E  I S  L I K E  A  F U S E ,  S H O R T  A N D  B U R N I N G  F A S T
- "Fight Fire With Fire", Metallica

« Podcast #31: Covers
Over Kill - Immortalis »

Frankie Banali & Friends - 24/7/365 The Tribute to Led Zeppelin

Is it a crime to cover one of hard rock’s most legendary bands? Well Quiet Riot drummer Frankie Banali is on a mission to do the 
unthinkable and cover some of the greatest tunes ever recorded by none other than Led Zeppelin. What is the reason for this unimaginable
feat? Well, I can say it in two words: John Bonham

. Frankie has assembled an all star line up of musicians to pay homage to the man that inspired him to pick up the stix. He enlisted the services of fretless
bass master, Tony Franklin, to solidify the rhythm section and then he brought in a who’s who of guitarists and vocalists to round out the project.

Frankie carefully picked the musicians for each song so that each would be treated with the respect that it deserved. Alex Ligertwood starts off the 
festivities with a truly killer remake of The Wanton Song, with monster guitarist Doug Aldrich manning the axe. It doesn’t slow down from there with
Glenn Hughes’ incredible interpretation of Four Sticks. Glenn adds a bit of soul to the tune that just makes it sound bigger than ever. To top off all of the
vocal giants on this record, vocalist Paul Shortino delivers big on Ramble On, rivaling the original. I could go on, but you just need to check it out for
yourself. There are some incredible interpretations of some of the most classic Zep songs ever recorded. Some of the tunes won’t totally knock your socks
off, but for the most part this is a solid effort. And did I forget to mention that Frankie’s drumming is amazing on this record? Hat’s off to Frankie for doing
a tribute record that truly pays homage to a classic band without tarnishing the original versions. If you’re a Zeppelin fan and/or like tribute records that do
it right, then check this one out. You won’t be disappointed.

Standout Tracks: Ramble On, The Wanton Song, Four Sticks and Custard Pie

- Ragman is pulling out his Kashmir.
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